Farqhuar Road - Rear Garden
Concept 1: Reflecting the Arts & Crafts Heritage

Pergola walk acts as a focal point and
entrance to the Woodland and Meadow
areas of the garden. Dividing the space
whilst allowing changing views and
sightlines

Lower path opens into second terrace.
Informal and embraced by planting,
providing a spill-over area to the upper
terrace and connecting the house and
garden

Planting expands to create a Woodland
Garden; a secret path leading through
into an intimate, secluded spot

A Moon Gate leads you into an enclosed
glade

Hard-landscaping creates a path,
following the lines of the proposed
terrace; connecting the entrances
allowing natural flow in and around the
upper terrace and lower garden.

Trees underplanted with woodland
natives create quiet areas for wildlife
and contemplation
A green enclosure created from
evergreen yew hedging or alternatively
bamboo hides a secret garden with
seating and a firepit

Central path creates a visual axis,
flanked by simple, flowing planting
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Existing rear hedge is retained and
height increased to improve screening
against potential developments
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Planting pockets in terrace wall create a
sense of age and nature moving in

Specimen trees chosen for their hight,
breadth and ornamental value create
additional screening from potential future
developments
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A water feature mounted on the terrace
provides a focal point and introduces
sound and movement to the garden
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Generous planting creates a sense of
intimacy and abundance immediately on
stepping down into the main garden and
when viewed from the terrace
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Central path beneath the pergola walk
provides shady spot to sit. Sized to allow
an intimate table for two. Simple natural
materials (green oak and hoggin)
introduce a rustic, softer feel as the
mood of the garden changes
Existing planting enhanced to
complement new areas

Strategically placed seating for sun and
shade

Alternative direct route through garden
provides a practical access path to work
area and garden store, with simple
hard-landscaping (e.g. hoggin).

Existing treeline and retained individual
trees shown in grey

Planting creates a view from the gym
and screening from the access path
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Grass allowed to grow longer and
interplanted with ox-eye daisies, spring
and summer bulbs creates an informal,
playful feel with mown paths leading you
through and around the lower garden

An oak swing seat provides fun and
seating beneath the maturing trees

Work area screened by evergreen
hedging. Hard landscaped and with
composting bays and storage facilities

